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The equity markets are more volatile than “normal”

The trust in equity as an asset class has been damaged by the credit crisis, the 
Madoff-scandal, the government support for banks, high bonuses and the 
ongoing negative outlook for the economy

Marktvolatiliteit (VIX Index)
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Market volatility (VIX index) Source: Bloomberg



Business cycles are changing more profoundly and more rapidly

Investor preferences are shifting more frequently

Properties of sectors and countries are shifting: traditionally defensive 
sectors become more risky while some historically more volatile sectors become 
more stable

Correlations between and within asset classes have risen, making it more 
challenging to diversify

What we see in current equity markets



Money flows US retail investors in the 30 months preceding 
30 June 2010

• Flight into safety: 
Bonds

• Away from risk: 
Equity

Inflow: $559 billion

Performance: +16%
(Data for the US, index: BAC Merrill Lynch Bonds)

Outflow: $234 billion

Performance: -26%
(Data for the US, index: S&P 500)

Source: Investment Company Institute



The markets are difficult to read

n Investor sentiment is switching between “risk on” and “risk off”

n Preferences for styles such as “growth” and “value”, regions, sectors 
and currencies change more rapidly and more frequently

n The differences between developed and emerging markets are not as 
profound as they were used to be

Macroeconomic data does not explain the 
economy very well. It sometimes hides what 
is happening on a microeconomic level 



The financial media mostly discuss macroeconomic topics



These 4 datasets look very different, but they all have the exact same main 
statistics: they have the same mean, the same variance and the same correlation!

Macroeconomic data obscures what is happening on the 
microeconomic levels, because it is aggregated data



The world has changed, but the investor language has not

Standard classification examples Exposure in reality

“The percentage weight in Emerging 
Markets is 20%”

Developed market stocks can have huge 
exposure to Emerging Markets

“We are underweight Financials” Many Industrial stocks have significant 
financial operations (lease, funding etc.)

“We invest 80% in a Domestic Equity fund 
and 20% in an International Equity fund”

Globalization and world trade have created 
a highly linked global equity market

“Developed markets are less risky than 
emerging markets”

For example South Korea looks a lot less 
risky than Greece

Traditional stock classifications tell us very little about the real exposures of stocks



“The GICS Consumer Staples Sector contains companies whose businesses are less 
sensitive to economic cycles” (Official GICS definition)

Many investors use the GICS sector classification developed by MSCI: 

The price of many agricultural commodities 
rose more than 50% in 2007. The reverse 
was true for 2008. For many Staples that 
meant a huge volatility in input cost, 
making them very sensitive to economic 
cycles! 

ENERGY HEALTHCARE CONSUMER 
DISCRETIONARY

INFORMATION 
TECHNOLOGY

UTILITIES

TELECOM 
SERVICES

CONSUMER 
STAPLES

INDUSTRIALS FINANCIALS MATERIALS

Example of a sector classification shortcoming 



Developing a new language for equity investing

The problem:

Traditional classifications based on sectors, emerging and developed markets 
and aggregated macroeconomic concepts do not fully reveal the true exposures 
of stocks to real world developments, changes and events. 

Our answer: use investment themes!

n Investment themes are the translation of macroeconomic events to
microeconomic themes and their effects on companies

n Themes allows us to better capture the increased dynamics of the
market and show us what the real exposures of stocks are

n Themes directly show what the best investment opportunities are



Economic environment (external)

Company (internal)

Production
process

Product
or

service
Supply Demand

Back to basics: how companies create value



Economic 
growth leads 
to demand 
and supply 

shocks

Technological 
and industrial 

innovation 
increase 
efficiency

Politics, 
demography 

and the 
environment 

determine the 
playing field

Innovation 
leads to 
superior 

products and 
pricing. 

End users 
determine 

product 
demand

From these driving forces we derive our “investment themes”

What is driving companies?
Factors of “value added” for every company



The 7 main Investment Themes for the next 2 to 10 years

• “Economic Growth”
(impacts supply and demand)

• “Changes in Consumer Behavior”
(impacts product and demand)

• “Technological and Industrial Innovation”
(impacts process and product)

• “Environmental Changes”
(impacts supply and process)

• “Digital Revolution”
(impacts process and product)

• “Social and Political Changes”
(impacts supply and demand)

• “Shifts in Demography”
(impacts product and demand)



Economic Growth

Industrial Innovation

Consumer Behavior

Environmental Changes

Digital Revolution

Social & political changes

Shifts in Demography

Investment themes (2- 10 yr) Examples of sub-themes (<2 yr)

Domestic Asia; Natural resources

Robotics; Medical technology

Trading down; Private label

Alternative energy; Smart grids

Cloud computing; Virtualization

Government aid (financials)

Aging population; Baby boom generation

Decomposition into investible sub-themes



n Theme formation

n Unproven, limited 
adoption

n Potentially high 
valuations

n Theme materialization

n Disrupting established 
positions

n Pure plays have natural 
advantage

n Theme acceptance

n Replacing established 
positions

n Traditional players 
participate as well

n Theme 
absorption

n Theme fully 
established

n Potential threat 
from new 
themes

Every theme has its own life cycle

Nascent Growth Adoption Maturity Decay



Global Investment Themes
Examples, ideas & opportunities



Theme: “Economic Growth”

China is ambitious…and in a hurry!



Demography: the American situation

Baby boomers (born between 1946 and 1964) are a major economic force

What they say What they do

They want to be healthy They eat unhealthy and too much

They want to run, swim and hike They walk, cruise and drive

They like travel They spend more time at home

Conclusion: the baby boomer is “lazily active”, likes safe outdoor experiences but 
also spends a lot on home improvement. Receives more satisfaction from 
experiences than from material things. They take all kinds of drugs to counter their 
relatively unhealthy lifestyle. Yet their life expectancy is high

Theme: Baby boomers
“Representing purchasing power”



BABY BOOMER

EXPERIENCES

Health products

Luxury 
weekends

Leisure time

Home 
improvement

Quality dining

Recreational 
gambling

Luxury holidays

Theme: Baby boomers
“Representing purchasing power”



Theme: “Technological & Industrial Innovation”

DNA Scanning the 
complete genome, 
looking for genetically 
caused illnesses and 
diseases

Target cost: under 
$1000 per person

Ultimate goal:

Personalized 
medicines



Theme: “Digital Revolution”

A number of the rosy estimates for technology at the end of the 1990s actually 
turned out to be correct.  Some of the estimates underestimated the growth!

2010 – 1.8 billion 2020 – 5.0 billion

NUMBER OF INTERNET USERS IN THE WORLD

Total world population: – 6.7 billion



Theme: “Digital Revolution”



Final words



“Globalization, information processing and faster adaptive behavior by 
companies, countries and investors have compressed the economic cycle”

Compressed cycle

Normal cycle

Time
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The Next Normal merits a new investor language

n Think in global themes, not in traditional classifications like sectors

n Explore microeconomic data, dissect macroeconomic data

n Define true company exposures, which go beyond a company’s 
business activity



The new reality or “Next Normal” needs a new approach

n Investor preferences for style, region and sector are shifting more frequently, in 
synch with more rapidly changing business cycles

n As a consequence a “buy-and-hold” approach is no longer optimal

n Funds that are not confined to the “prison” of style, regional or any other boxes 
are much better positioned to follow the changes in investor preferences and 
benefit from it:



Global investment themes will supersede macroeconomic 
trends as a consequence of the Next Normal

Economic Growth

Industrial Innovation

Consumer Behavior

Environmental Changes

Digital Revolution

Social & political changes Shifts in Demography

Optimal global 
equity exposure

Thank you!



Disclaimer

• This presentation has been prepared by ING Investment Management for informational 
purposes. Nothing contained herein should be construed as (i) an offer to sell or 
solicitation of an offer to buy any security or (ii) a recommendation as to the advisability 
of investing in, purchasing or selling any security. Any opinions expressed herein reflect 
our judgment and are subject to change. Certain of the statements contained herein are 
statements of future expectations and other forward-looking statements that are based on 
management's current views and assumptions and involve known and unknown risks and 
uncertainties that could cause actual results, performance or events to differ materially 
from those expressed or implied in such statements. Actual results, performance or 
events may differ materially from those in such statements due to, without limitation, (1) 
general economic conditions, (2) performance of financial markets, (3) interest rate levels, 
(4) increasing levels of loan defaults, (5) changes in laws and regulations and (6) changes 
in the policies of governments and/or regulatory authorities. 

• General Risk(s): All investments in equities are subject to market risks. 


